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Abstract
In culture analytics, it is important to ask fundamental ques-
tions that address salient characteristics of collective hu-
man behavior [11, 1, 17] . This paper explores how ana-
lyzing cooking recipes in aggregate and at scale identifies
these characteristics in the cooking culture, and answer
fundamental questions like ”what makes a chocolate chip
cookie a chocolate chip cookie?”. Aspiring cooks, profes-
sional chefs and cooking hobbyists share their recipes on-
line resulting in thousands of different procedural instruc-
tions towards a shared goal. However, existing approaches
focus merely on analysis at the ingredient level, for ex-
ample, extracting ingredient information from individual
recipes. We introduce RecipeScape, a prototype interface
which supports visually querying, browsing and comparing
cooking recipes at scale. We also present the underlying
computational pipeline of RecipeScape that scrapes recipes
online, extracts their ingredient and instruction information,
constructs a graphical representation, and computes simi-
larity between pairs of recipes.
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Figure 1: RecipeScape Dashboard Interface

Introduction
”The proportion of ingredients is important, but the final re-
sult is also a matter of how you put them together.” [16] said
Alain Ducasse, a world class chef who is currently deco-
rated with 18 Michelin stars. Personal preferences, tips and
know-hows in cooking are well represented in the thou-
sands of recipes that aspiring cooks, professional chefs and
cooking hobbyists share online. As a result, thousands of

recipes are available across the internet even for a single a
dish like chocolate chip cookie, roast turkey and meatball
pasta.

In essence, these recipes are naturally crowdsourced in-
structions for a shared goal, like making a chocolate chip
cookie. Comparing, combining and investigating these
recipes as processes at scale could unveil the collective hu-
man knowledge and human practices around cooking, and
increase our understanding of behaviors and dimensions in
culture analytics [14].

While many websites offer detailed information about indi-
vidual recipes, they do not offer comprehensive analytics
of a specific dish. Most services are limited to searching
specific ingredients or comparing differences in ingredients,
providing categorization based on the type of cuisine or
originating culture, and simple recommendations based on
likes of other users. Existing research focuses on extract-
ing ingredient information [4], or modelling a single recipe
into a sequential structure [7, 13]. But to the best of our
knowledge, little work has compared multiple recipes as
procedural workflows, or identified common steps and char-
acteristics across them in aggregate.

This paper investigates to uncover underlying insights into
cooking by examining these recipes in aggregate and at
scale. If we can visualize hundreds of chocolate chip cookie
recipes in aggregate, and if we can look at the embedded
processes of the recipe instructions at once, can we dis-
cover common trends and distributions of chocolate chip
cookie recipes? If we can compare and analyze these in-
structions in more dimensions than just ingredients, can we
find out what the median recipe looks like, and what compo-
nents make the median recipe? Can we find out what most
creative variants are? Can we find out the simplest and the
most complex recipes? Can we infer what makes a choco-
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Figure 2: RecipeMap

late chip cookie a chocolate chip cookie? Ultimately, can we
find out fundamentally different ways of making chocolate
chip cookies?

In order to answer these questions, we present RecipeScape
(Figure 1), a prototype interface that enables interactive
browsing, comparison, and visualization of recipes at scale.
RecipeScape is powered by a novel computational pipeline
that scrapes recipes from online websites, extracts their
ingredients and instructions information, translates them
into a graphical representation, and computes similarities
between all pairs of recipes.

RecipeScape
In RecipeScape, we provide two main interactive visualiza-
tions, RecipeMap and RecipeDeck, which support aggre-
gate macro views of the recipes. From the two visualiza-
tions, users can perform a more fine-grained level of analy-

sis using a pairwise comparison view, namely RecipeDuel,
and by examining individual recipes.

RecipeMap
In order to support queries for the median recipe or outlier
recipes, and to provide the overall distribution of recipes
for a specific dish, we provide RecipeMap (Figure 2). Each
point on the map is a recipe, and their distance from one
another represents their structural similarity. The median
recipe can be recovered from selecting a recipe in the mid-
dle of the RecipeMap. The outliers are located in the sides
and corners. Recipes are clustered based on the structural
similarity, and different clusters are presented in different
colors. The details of the similarity metric will be discussed
in the pipeline section. This two dimensional plot is inspired
by scatterplot to provide a familiar and commonly used vi-
sualization for presenting a distribution.

Figure 3: RecipeDeck

RecipeDeck
RecipeDeck (Figure 3) provides a layered comparison view
of recipe processes which allows the user to understand
how a specific cooking action is used in comparison to
other recipes in the same cluster. Individual recipes are
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represented as a list of cooking actions and the lists are
horizontally stacked. The cooking actions that involve in-
gredients have green shades. As shown in Figure 3, if the
user selects the ”bake” node in the second recipe, all ”bake”
nodes in the other recipes are highlighted. This interaction
allows the users to conveniently observe where a certain
cooking action like ”bake” happens in all other recipes, and
it enables the discovery of trends and patterns of diverse
cooking actions.

Figure 4: Recipes with High Similarity Figure 5: Recipes with Medium Similarity

RecipeDuel
From the RecipeMap, the user can select any two recipes
for a pairwise comparison view, namely RecipeDuel. This
side-by-side comparison lets users visually understand the
similarities and differences in the process. The two recipes
are presented in a union graph [8], where steps that are
similar in both recipes are highlighted in gray and con-
nected by an edge. Example views of two similar recipes
and two distant recipes are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5,

respctively. The union graph makes it easy to grasp the de-
gree of pairwise similarities and at the same time offers a
guide for where to examine for procedural differences.

Pipeline
Representing recipes as trees is a logical decision because
of the sequential nature of recipes, i.e., multiple ingredients
are connected to a cooking action and cooking actions are
also connected to each other. It has a critical advantage be-
cause user level analytics tasks can be achieved by utilizing
various graph algorithms. For example, we can calculate
similarities between two recipes using graph edit distances.
In this section, we present the underlying pipeline (Figure 6)
of RecipeScape for constructing graphical representations
of recipes and obtaining similarity metrics by highlighting
the data gathering, parsing and similarity comparison steps.

Data Gathering
In the data gathering step, first we query a dish and crawl
all recipe results from recipe websites that use the schema.org’s
Recipe item type 1. Then we parse the collected recipe doc-
uments for ingredients and instructions and extract the cor-
responding information into raw texts.

Parsing
Researchers have been exploring natural language pro-
cessing and machine learning approaches to parsing recipes
and to modeling the sequential information. Two of the
most relevant works are SIMMR [4] and Mise en Place [7].
SIMMR is an NLP parser which converts recipes in the
CURD [18] format into a tree representation. SIMMR re-
quires recipes to be in the custom format, hence falls short
in dealing with naturally crowdsourced recipes with diverse
expressions and sentence structures. Mise en Place uses
a Hidden Markov Model to model instructions of recipes

1http://schema.org/Recipe
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and uses an Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm to
recover the structure of sequences of actions from natural
language recipe texts. However, the probabilistic graphical
models [7] describe individual recipes with emphasis on
communicating the uncertainty of the parsing prediction,
making them not suitable as the underlying representation
for making pairwise comparisons, browsing, or trend analy-
sis.

Figure 6: Pipeline

For the parsing step, we first apply a pre-trained conditional
random field (CRF) [2] to tag relevant tokens with cooking
actions and ingredients. To obtain the training set for the
CRF, we designed a web-based annotation interface for
crowdsourcing tags (Figure 7). The user is given a sen-
tence in a recipe and tags tokens as cooking actions, cook-
ing ingredients, or cooking tools. We use the token - tag
pairs as labelled training examples.

Our pipeline then generates a tree representation for each
recipe by lining cooking verbs in the order they appear in
the recipe text. After the sequence of cooking verbs are
lined, the associated ingredients to each cooking verb are
attached as child nodes (Figure 8). We found this method

Figure 7: Recipe Tagger Interface

Figure 8: Parsing Process

simple but effective because it takes advantage of the se-
quential nature of the recipe instructions.

Similarity Comparison
In order to obtain the similarities between the recipes, we
topologically sort the generated trees, and compare the me-
dian topologies of each recipe with one another using the
weighted Levenshtein distance [10]. This similarity informa-
tion is stored in a matrix.

The similarity matrix is then converted into a plottable vec-
tor using T-SNE [12], which is a dimensionality reduction
technique particularly suitable for visualizing high dimen-
sional data due to its capability of preserving the relation-
ships between data points in the embedding space. And
these recipes are plotted on RecipeMap. In order to high-
light structurally different clusters of recipes, we use the
K-Means clustering algorithm [3].

Case Study
For a proof of concept, we used RecipeScape to exam-
ine 487 chocolate chip cookie recipes. We were able to
make interesting observations. From the RecipeMap, we
were able to uncover the median recipe from the cluster
with most recipes; ingredients related to making cream are
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added first, then flour is added and mixed to the cream to
make the dough, then chocolate chips are added last, and
finally the cookies are baked. Also recipes that are very dif-
ferent from the median recipes are found (Figure 9. We
also noticed one cluster of recipes always involves oatmeal
as ingredients.

Figure 9: Two recipes away from the median.

From RecipeDeck, we were able to identify cooking actions
that have high dependency by observing pairs of actions
that always appear together such as ”preheat” and ”bake”
across all recipes. We also discovered the exchange of or-
derings between the steps ”add”and ”stir”, and by referring
to RecipeDuel, we noticed ”add” followed by ”stir” yields
different texture in the cookie from ”add” and ”mix”.

Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we introduced RecipeScape, our prototype
tool for recipe comparison and analytics in aggregate and
at scale. We also introduced a computational pipeline that
retrieves the procedural structure of recipes and provides

similarity information between recipes. Through RecipeScape,
we have shown that analyzing cooking recipes in aggregate
and at scale is a promising channel that provides initial un-
derstanding of collective knowledge, and practices around
cooking.

There are multiple directions for future work. We plan to
support additional queries, such as determining ordering
constraints in a sequence of actions, and examining the
duration of processes. We also plan to further improve sim-
ilarity metric to be able to catch the subtle but interesting
semantic differences, and explore more robust representa-
tions and similarity comparison methods. Some candidates
are measuring text similarities based on vector space em-
beddings [9, 15], characteristic vectors [5] and tree edit dis-
tance [6]. Currently RecipeScape emphasizes the process-
level analysis, but we also plan to explore the relationships
between the process dynamics and the outcomes.

RecipeScape is an analytics tool in its current form, but we
believe our pipeline can further support learning and real-
time planning for cooks. We plan to augment individual
recipes with collective knowledge and generate an inter-
active visualization that the user can navigate through while
cooking. We would also like to extend to examining video
based recipes and how-to cooking videos in aggregate to
discover more context rich trends and patterns into the em-
bedded processes in cooking.
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